Proudly known as the "First Family of Fireworks," Zambelli is one of the oldest and largest American fireworks companies. Today, the family name is synonymous with quality, creativity and safety. The magic of Zambelli pyrotechnics has been televised around the world, on "MSNBC Investigates", the Odyssey Network, the Discovery Channel, The Learning Channel and the British Broadcasting Company. Whether it’s designing a show to be seen by millions or a ceremony to celebrate the wedding of a young couple, Zambelli Fireworks design experts are internationally known for producing personalized, custom shows. Each year Zambelli Fireworks produces more than 3,500 shows. Fourth of July celebrations account for nearly half of the total, when more than 1 million shells are detonated. Zambelli is located in New Castle, PA.

We are currently seeking a Business/Database Intern to work with management in sales, inventory control, accounting, and senior management to organize and mine data to produce reports to support operational and strategic actions. The intern will also provide training to internal personnel on data mining and reporting. We need a creative technology person who can understand the needs of various departments within the company and prepare reporting structures to perpetuate the access to the data. Qualified candidates should be majoring in business or a related field of study. Candidates must have a strong ability to utilize Crystal Reports and have experience with SQL. Prior experience with Sage is a plus.

Qualified candidates should email resumes to bobhaller@zambellifireworks.com making sure to also indicate their availability for employment.